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  The term “lossy” describes the digital process of compressing and converting data to a differ- 
ent format when it results in a loss of content and precision—your favorite cat pic rendered 
smaller, coarser, less crisp. Sean Ripple does not see this process as a loss in translation, but 
rather embraces the aesthetic, conceptual, and performative possibilities of media when it’s 
converted into different contexts. His exhibition, Lossy Process, features three years of video 
collages, video essays, and performances from IRL and Instagram, now uploaded to the walls 
of Co-Lab Projects Gallery and accompanied by a series of in-gallery performances by Ripple. 
The works on view explore how the lossy process can be productive in the various translations 
between the real and the digital, the performance and its document. 

Based in Austin, a city in which affordable space for art-making is scarce, Ripple uses his cell 
phone as his studio. Making creative use of basic mobile app video editing suites, he fashions 
digital collages from diverse digital media that he records or finds. In a few seconds, non-events 
co-mingle with performative interventions in public places, punctuated by the shrill imagery of 
late capitalism. In all of Ripple’s works, the apparatus of editing is incorporated into the work 
itself. Sometimes he manipulates an image, cutting and abstracting from it a grainy material 
that is then layered onto other images, thereby creating a collage of digital textiles. Other times, 
he deftly jump-cuts together images, seemingly leaving them intact if only for a split second. In 
all cases, the works create unexpected relations and associations. The accompanying sounds 
range from the effects of a lossy process—the static distance created by a sound funneled 
through speakers ad-infinitum or the tapping of keyboards—to pre-recorded pop songs. Ripple 
makes musical compositions from these clippings, contributing to to a montage of sound and 
image (Ripple’s previous life as a multi-instrumentalist for the band The American Analog Set 
feels pertinent here). He then uploads the works to Instagram, his gallery space, frequented by 
his followers and their friends. These images or videos, along with the caption, the hashtag, and 
the handle, are all components of the work. All of his video collages are titled like album tracks, 
each a cleverly crafted micro-drama.  
 
Ripple inserts himself and his artistic practice into different commercial and public spaces: 
social media, chain stores, tourist attractions, restaurants, and museums. In the video collage 
titled The Collector (2018), he wanders through the Fort Worth Museum collecting the works  
on view with his camera and then reconstituting the collection through editing, creating a multi- 
layered video work that breaks apart the canon and produces a contemporary art mash. Ripple 
also collects sounds, recording a child’s delighted shriek echoing in the gallery, repeating it, and 
in doing so, converting it into a menacing Hitchcockian score that accompanies his zooms  
and pans across artworks. A hashtag below the work reads “#fortworthresidency”—a common 
trope of Ripple’s on Instagram: he inserts himself into the institution (The Collector is in fact one 
of the few video collages in which Ripple appears, albeit obscured); creates his own support 
structures for his artistic practice in a field that lacks them, uses the hosting of Instagram as  
a substitute for being hosted by an actual art institution; and, in doing so, highlights how much 
(and whom) these collections exclude. 

https://www.instagram.com/ripple1213/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/Br8gQARgl1A/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Br8gQARgl1A/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Br8gQARgl1A/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Br8gQARgl1A/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/fortworthresidency/


 

The Collector’s institutional critique through recontextualization is characteristic 
of Ripple’s practice. He, too, is the collector of digital ephemera, cutting and pasting 
scraps of flickering media. His work suggests that life is, as Joan Didion writes,  
a “cutting room experience”1: we experience it in rapidly scrolling pieces.  At times 
shaky like home movies, improvisational or highly structured, the video collages 
exude a peculiar depth. Bout’ the State of the Nation (2018) reads as both an 
intoxicated memory of a holiday and a music video for Depeche Mode’s “Pleasure, 
Little Treasure” while Advertising No One Can Trace (2018) is both a skewed ad for 
shoes and a meditation on coded cultural communication. The works demand our 
attention and yet their brevity makes it impossible, subliminal flashes that remind 
us of the way experience tends to resist interpretation. We are asked to surrender 
ourselves to this lossy process, that is, both the affective experience elicited by the 
temporary arrangement of the images, as well as the possible meanings that exist 
between takes. 

Accompanying the video collages are documents of performances Ripple has 
staged IRL and on Instagram. For Rear Window Restoration (2017), Ripple and a 
group of friends gathered together at the home furnishing store, Restoration Hard- 
ware, located at The Domain, a high end luxury mall in North Austin, to stage a 
rendition of the 1954 film Rear Window. In Hitchcock’s version, photographer L.B. 
Jeffries, seated in a wheelchair, observes excerpts of his neighbors lives in nearby 
East Village apartments from his window using his camera lens as a telescope.2  
In Ripple’s Restoration, he is Jeffries, witnessing his actors’ performances through 
his cell phone screen which telescopes in on their faces for extreme close-ups.  
The narratives glimpsed by Jeffries in Hitchcock’s film are broken apart further by 
Ripple into short videos (some lasting only a few seconds) in which the performers 
utter existential non-sequiturs, occasionally edited into a warped Boomerang. 
Close-ups of the actors are inter-spliced with views of arc-lamps and leather chairs, 
as well as shots of hands sensuously clutching wool rugs or squeezing pillows. It’s 
as if they’ve snuck into the store after hours, and, surrounded by a ready-made film 
set of carefully staged merchandise, are acting out a playful “whodunit” film where 
the crime is not murder, but consumerism. With Rear Window Restoration, Ripple 
stages a performance with no discernable product, and no audience, a gesture that 
stands in stark contrast to this commercial context. 

  1 Didion, Joan. 
"The White Album," in  
The White Album: Essays. 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 
2009. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 L.B. Jeffries’ fixed, 
anonymous spectatorship 
and the many windows 
available for his viewing 
pleasure prefigure the 
relationship between our 
digital screens and the 
world of the internet. 
 

 
  In 2016 Ripple staged yet another performance intervention in a commercial 

context, this time at the high-end boutique in downtown Austin, By George. 
For Dedicated Caller, Ripple instructed one performer to go into the store and 
shop, and while doing so, don a particular designer dress featured on the 
store’s Instagram feed. He then instructed another performer to phone the 
store asking for the shopper urgently, which was followed by a monodrama  
in the form of a one-sided phone conversation performed for the employees 
and other shoppers in the store, reminiscent of the gripping but fragmented 
phone conversation performed in Jean Cocteau’s La Voix Humaine (1930). 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BjU3HyYhOl4/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BjU3HyYhOl4/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BkS9bJhB6wl/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BkS9bJhB6wl/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/rearwindowrestoration/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/rearwindowrestoration/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BNj84t4jUdQ/


All that remains of this performance is a video collage of selfies of the 
performer in the dress, which Ripple underscored with pulsing fashionista 
music uploaded to Instagram. The dress worn by the performer was also 
featured on the a-la-mode Instagram account of Zhenya Posternak 
(@zposternak), of the Posternak twins, who Ripple tagged in his Instagram 
post, along with other luxury boutiques, as though he was an influencer and 
his video a warped user-generated clothing advertisement. Once again, in 
both the IRL and Instagram context of consumer products and consumption, 
Ripple staged a performance that critiques commercialized consciousness, 
and yet is undeniably itself a product, aping the aesthetic and economy of 
Instagram culture. Neither the Instagram audience nor Ripple witnesses the 
five-minute conversation between the two performers—the employees and 
other shoppers are unwitting audience members, and also performers.  
 
In another performance the same year, Silent Partner, Ripple invited two 
performers to have dinner at a fancy restaurant with a third person who was 
an audience member and patron. In the Instagram caption, he addresses  
this unique strategy of performance interventions: 

 
  As I was resting on my couch that evening anticipating 

a moment where one of the people involved in this 
production might need my direction about the situation 
for any number of reasons, I came to the realization 
that all informed parties (myself included) contributed 
to a narrative that was impossible to objectify for the 
sake of an external audience. 

 

 

Ripple actively embraces the improvisational and the lossy process over any kind  
of product. In these performance works, he is a director who assembles the people, 
a few parameters, and multiple contexts in which the work can play out, but then 
allows unexpected interactions to take shape. Ripple rejects an end-goal or object, 
and in doing so, proposes a different economy of experience and artistic work.  
In the case of Silent Partner, he is truly that: he asked for this dinner to be docu- 
mented through jotted-down notes because he’d rather not be privy to the actual 
event, and allow it to remain an ephemeral encounter in which the performers 
produced the script not the other way around. Ripple takes pleasure in, what he 
calls, these “dramas unforeseen.” 
 
In Silent Partner, Ripple is watching and staging performances remotely, celebrat- 
ing their fragmented liveness. His descriptive caption on Instagram, accompanied 
by the single photo taken during the encounter, is as much a part of the perform- 
ance as their IRL interaction. In this work, the live experience and the mediated 
document are equally compelling, showing that multiple audiences can exist as  
the work travels through each context from the real to digital and back again. 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.instagram.com/zposternak/
http://posternaks.com/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BKn9Kz5BQjK/?taken-by=ripple1213


The IRL performance is only a part of the work; the work is all its manifestations 
and its dispersals across media and context—it is viral. In turn, the partial docu- 
ments on Instagram are also performances; they do not simply stand in for the 
event, they are the event. 
 
Ripple calls himself a filmmaker but the aesthetic form of his work suggests  
that he’s also a director of subversive commercials, that advertise nothing but 
themselves. The works on view in Lossy Process reminds us that a screen, much 
like the window, is an aperture for seeing but also a boundary. The screens here  
do not advertise an external object, but rather perform a kind of opacity, whether  
it’s the flickering associations that his videos produce; the staging of actors in 
everyday situations without an audience; or the inviting of an Instagram audience 
who, by virtue of their remoteness will not attend. In all cases, Ripple denies us as 
much as he welcomes us in. To be sure, during Lossy Process he will stage IRL 
performances that he calls “advertisements for the works on view.” However, as  
a result, we are seemingly confronted with advertisements for advertisements  
that are themselves wholly self-referential. Instead of finding solace in the objects 
promised to us by the advertisement, we are seemingly met with another adver- 
tisement that offers no path for resolution. 

 
  As much as he parrots consumption, Ripple’s work exemplifies an economy of 

means, the sparing or careful use of materials and resources. He is self-proclaimed 
“blue-collar conceptualist,” his work reminds us that digital art, and contemporary  
art in general, is a privileged field with privileged tools. (It is a testament to his talent 
that he shows that poignant moments can be made from the most mundane and 
basic pocket-sized materials.) Accordingly, all the works on view bear the hashtag 
“#unemploymentresidency,” thereby critiquing the artist residency model and the 
vast gap in a field that benefits the few and marginalizes the many. Ripple’s use of 
his cell phone opens up a virtual space of art production and exhibition, in which 
anyone with internet access can experience his work. In a recent conversation, 
Ripple described his work as “desperate”: rather than being defined by a lack of re- 
sources, his work is the keen desire to chase down an idea and express it, whether 
he gets paid or not.  
 
Ripple’s most recent work, the video essay Flash Cuts and the Damage Done (2019), 
speaks directly to the broader themes of Lossy Process. At the beginning of the 
video, in a voiceover, Ripple quotes from the Joan Didion essay “The White Album”: 

 
  3 Didion, Joan. 

"The White Album," in  
The White Album: Essays. 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 
2009. 

    …flash pictures in variable sequence, images with no “meaning”  
beyond their temporary arrangement, not a movie but a cutting- 
room experience. In what would probably be the mid-point of  
my life I wanted still to believe in narrative and in the narrative’s 
intelligibility, but to know that one could change the sense with  
every cut was to begin to perceive the experience as rather  
more electrical than ethical…3 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/unemploymentresidency/


 
  Here Didion refers to the dynamic quality of lived experience, and the myriad meanings created by the 

temporary arrangement of image and experience. Ripple embraces these ideas in the video itself, which 
presents fragmented news footage of JFK’s assassination and similar scenes from the 2016 film Jackie; 
glimpses of theoretical texts from which we can only grasp words or phrases; and the occasional image 
of Abraham Lincoln, all underscored by Ripple’s voice speaking phrases written by others and himself in 
counterpoint to the texts and images on screen. Mixing and re-mixing ghostly images of these great 
American traumas, the work points to the kaleidescopic interpretations of any event and the problem  
of interpretation—what Didion calls the “shifting phantasmagoria” of our experience. We’re used to seeing 
in rapidly moving pieces, capturing and assigning them meaning later when we zoom in on their details. 
Our hands try to grasp at moments, swiping at their grainy blurs, attempting to transcode and capture 
our experience, making it smaller and containable in a pocket-sized window. 

In Flash Cuts and the Damage Done, as in other works, Ripple performs the process of editing, of lossy, 
making explicit the many degrees of mediation at play. He films himself manipulating the footage on his 
computer, sometimes while multiple screens exhibit the very same footage in the background. Ripple,  
in a Warholian manner, makes his process visible and audible, focusing on Jackie as the index of the 
controversial event. He crops images of Jackie from original news footage and even more frequently,  
of Natalie Portman’s portrayal of her, and multiplies her across the screen, zooming in on her features, 
fragmenting and warping her image and her voice, replicating the media and public-at-large’s scrutiny 
and objectification of her. The figure of Jackie is rendered as a pulsating abstraction, her vivid Chanel 
colors dying into one another, and in doing so, Ripple demonstrates the latent violence of the flash cut, 
the latent violence of interpretation.  

Like a window, our digital screens show us the world mediated by a glass pane. We talk about the 
wonders of the new augmented reality, but we already live it, fluently switching between windows  
and screens, relying on our phones as hard drives of knowledge as we live our partial realities. Making  
use of the split screen in Flash Cuts and the Damage Done—often the screen is simply black with the  
text “scene missing”—Ripple replicates the split view we live in our daily lives, between the actual and  
the virtual, gazing through small glowing windows held up against the backdrop of our lived collage.  
As Ripple says, in voiceover, “Though most of us prefer intelligible narratives, it’s the unintelligible ones 
that are more common. It’s the tendency to assign meaning to an unintelligible narrative that is the most 
perverse.” Taken together, the gallery space that contains Lossy Process is itself a quivering collage that 
reminds us of how nimbly we navigate these lossy realities, from the real to the hyperreal and back 
again. Towards the conclusion of Flash Cuts and the Damage Done, if you look closely at Ripple’s 
computer screen, you can see that for a moment it becomes a mirror, reflecting his living room window, 
which frames the pale green leaves of the tree in his yard shot through by dappled sunshine. Eventually 
the reflection of the window lines up with the eye of Jackie on the screen. The blinking screen, the blink- 
ing window, the blinking eye, while we hear the space bar tap in an emphatic score. 
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